Abstract. This paper describes a coupled fire-atmosphere model that uses a sophisticated high-resolution nonhydrostatic numerical mesoscale model to predict the local winds which are then used as input to the prediction of fire spread. The heat and moisture fluxes from the fire are then fed back to the dynamics, allowing the fire to influence its own mesoscale winds that in turn affect the fire behavior.
Introduction
This paper describes the technical design and results of some computational experiments using a coupled atmosphere-fire model. The design features discussed include: fire perimeter tracking; spatial distribution of the fuel; fire propagation treatment; and heat and moisture exchange between the fire and atmosphere.
The two main approaches to modeling fire area perimeter are the continuous plane and point methods. In the continuous plane approach the fire perimeter is represented as a set of expanding curves which are usually taken as ellipses. This approach is based on Huygens' Principle first proposed by Anderson et al. (1982) and further developed by Richards (1995) and Richards and Bryce (1995) . It is this approach that has been used by Finney (1998) in FARSITE. One of the reasons for the Huygens approach was to get away from point methods in which the fuel bed is represented as a set of cells arranged on a regular grid (e.g. Ball and Geurtin 1992; Vasconcelos and Geurtin 1992) . Such point methods generate unrealistic fire shapes because cell-to-cell probabilistic propagation results in shapes that echo the shape of the initial grid pixels (called ghosting) That is, the cells propagate rather than the fire. Typically, point methods are less complex to code than the continuous plane approaches (Richards 1994) but the latter have been shown to provide a more numerically stable framework for operational use.
The current model is designed for inclusion in a coupled fire-atmosphere dynamical code and will be used for research computational experiments over a broad range of resolutions as well as for eventual operational use within a coupled fireatmosphere system. The method chosen to represent the fire perimeter should meet a number of criteria. Truncation or numerical errors should decrease with increasing resolution. The method must mesh with the heat and moisture budgets of the model. Grid coordinate propagation effects should also be avoided. In this regard it should be recognized that most fluid dynamical models have truncation errors that depend to a minor extent on the orientation of the flow with respect to the grids. This level of grid effect might be considered a measure of acceptable truncation error. However, as should become clear, the grid orientation is not the type of issue with the present scheme as it has been with previous point methods because of the number of degrees of freedom added to this scheme. The method chosen should also work well using coarse fuel cells for a broad range of conditions from grass fires to crown fires. The fuel cell resolution should depend more on the variability of the fuel rather than on the nature of the fire.
Finally, the method chosen must be easily adapted to a parallel computing environment.
To meet the criteria, we developed a particle in cell (or tracer) method that has as few empirically determined parameters as possible but one that is complex enough to meet the requirements discussed. This was achieved by using four particles per fuel cell creating quadrilaterals that are used to define a local fire front as well as the area ignited within any fuel cell. As a result, the code is more complex than the continuous plane approaches but satisfies the demanding requirements of the overall modeling system. Numerical artifacts are less than for the Huygens' Principle approaches but computational cost of the tracer approach is higher. However, the increased computational cost is quite small compared to the cost of the fluid dynamic calculations. This fire perimeter approach is neither a continuous nor a point method but a particle in cell approach utilizing local contour advection. It is suited for coupled fire-atmosphere calculations and should not be used for uncoupled operational use. The ability to parallelize the code was achieved by limiting information exchange between fuel cells to immediate neighbors allowing easy application of Message Passing Interface.
To demonstrate the utility of the fire model code, a number of tests were performed using prescribed wind fields with fire-atmosphere coupling turned off. These uncoupled tests include a spot fire expanding in zero ambient wind with homogeneous fuel conditions (perfectly expanding circle), as well as spot fires expanding in fixed winds from a range of directions and grid orientations. Spot fire tests are too simple to provide a robust test of the code so further tests were designed to test the code for failure. These are purely mathematical cases of windmill and alternating wind direction fires. The windmill fire uses a solid rotation wind and is initialized as two broken firelines at right angles. The breaks in the firelines at the center require the code to treat converging firelines. This configuration is certainly unrealistic for natural fires but it supplies a particularly challenging framework for testing the tracer code, providing a range of horizontal wind shears as well as colliding fire fronts. The final uncoupled test was a single line fire with the wind blowing normal to the line but with the wind direction varying sinusoidally along the line changing directions every 6-12 fuel cells. Except for the last test, symmetry conditions were used to locate indexing and conceptual errors in the code.
The final test of the code is its numerical stability when the coupling between the fire and atmosphere is turned on. Experiments presented here include grass and chaparral fires with heavy fuel loads (specific fuel characteristics are given below in the section Coupled fire-atmosphere experiments). The range of variability found in the more realistic experiments exceeds the conditions one finds even in a robust series of uncoupled tests. As a result many weaknesses were detected and corrected and again tested by iterating the battery of uncoupled experiments.
The paper is organized as follows. First we present a general overview of the fire-atmosphere dynamics and the fire model. Then we describe the fireline propagation algorithm and then the application of the BEHAVE rate of spread and BURNUP mass-loss-rate algorithms to the particle in cell method. The next two sections present uncoupled and coupled experiments using the combined model and finally we present our conclusions.
Description of the coupled fire-atmosphere model
The interactive model is an extension of the atmospheric fluid dynamics model of Clark (1977 Clark ( , 1979 , Clark and Farley (1984) and Clark and Hall (1996) , connected with approximations to the BURNUP heat release model and the fire spread algorithms as used in the BEHAVE system (Rothermel 1972; Andrews 1986) . The fluid dynamics model solves prognostic equations for momentum, thermodynamic energy, water vapor, and cloud and precipitation variables by advancing these fields in time at grid points in nested spatial domains. These domains within domains can be refined in both horizontal and vertical directions so that, while outer domains resolve atmospheric scales of motion such as fronts and mesoscale convective systems, the inner domains resolve fine scale features such as individual convective clouds and vortices a few meters wide within firelines.
The innermost fluid dynamics model domain is the one that directly interacts with the fire model. The models are fully coupled in that evolving modeled atmospheric information is used to drive the propagation of the fireline, and the heat and moisture from the fire model is released into the modeled atmosphere, greatly changing the atmospheric motions. More precisely, at each time step of the inner model domain, atmospheric wind velocities from the lowest vertical levels of the fluid dynamics model are passed into the fire model where they are used to advance the fireline to a new position. During this time step, fuel is burned both in the fine fuels that carry the flaming front and in slower burning larger fuels behind the front. Heat and moisture from this combustion enter into the fluid dynamics model as heat and moisture fluxes near the surface. Rectangular fuel cells can be made smaller than the dynamic grid cell by any integer ratio, providing an accurate representation of the spatial variability of the fuel. The increased resolution of the fuel also improves the accuracy (reduces truncation error) of the linear temporal trend assumption used in the mass loss rate treatment as described in subsection Mass loss rate.
General structure of the fire code
The fire calculations are performed subsequent to the atmospheric wind update but prior to the thermodynamic advection routines. At the start of each simulation the fire variables such as fuel load, moisture content, and others used in the fire spread and mass loss formulations are specified, as well as the extinction depth over which the fire's sensible and latent heats are distributed in the atmosphere. Using the winds from the atmospheric model, a local contour advection routine is used to update the position of existing firelines. Details of the contour advection routine that uses four particles (or tracers) per fuel cell will be described in later sections.
After the fireline has been updated, the estimated area burning within each fuel cell is used to calculate the mass fraction of dead and down fuel of all sizes in each cell that has burned during the last time step. This procedure uses elements of the BURNUP algorithm and takes into account a specified representative time scale for the fuel in the cell to completely burn. Using the combustion coefficient, the fuel burned in the last time step is converted to latent and sensible heat fluxes.
Although we have not done canopy experiments in this paper, we have built in code for such experiments. Prior to possible canopy ignition, the heat flux from surface fire is entirely absorbed by the canopy. When the canopy is dry, it is ignited at a threshold of 0.17 MW m −2 . Currently, a canopy fire in the model is collocated with the ground fire, and cannot propagate separately as sometimes occurs in nature when a crown fire races ahead through the treetops. The dry canopy mass corresponding to the change in fractional area of the ground fire is burned and converted to latent and sensible heat. The sensible and latent heats from the ground and canopy for each fuel cell are summed back onto the larger fluid dynamics grid and used as surface fluxes in the atmospheric model.
Fireline propagation
We will now describe details of the fireline advection scheme and how we use the four particles (or tracers) in each fuel cell to track the fireline. Figure 1 shows a basic quadrilateral structure within a fuel cell with tracer particles and equivalent fuel cell corners numbered 1 through 4. The tracers move in a manner defining a time-dependent burning region within each fuel cell. The tracer motion allows firelines to progress smoothly through the rectangular fuel cells without significant distortion effects due to the finite size and shape of the grid, eliminating ghosting effects.As shown in Fig. 1 , the grid is scaled between ±0.5 in both the x-and y-directions. All four tracers must remain within the boundary of their respective fuel cell, but temporary advection of a tracer outside the boundaries of its fuel cell can occur. For example, it may first pass through the x = −0.5 boundary but with -0.5 > y > +0.5. This may result in the ignition of the neighboring grid if it is not already burning, followed by the tracer-1 x-coordinate being fixed at x = −0.5. Remaining motion of that particular tracer is then confined to the y-direction. The logic is formulated so that all tracers move towards the grid corner with the corresponding number.
Definition of sub-grid-scale quadrilaterals
Arrows marked in Fig. 1 on lines joining the four tracers define the directional sense of the fireline. As we move along the coordinate positions defining the fireline, the fire will always be on our left with increasing index number. For the illustrated rather special case of a sub-grid-scale spot fire, the tracer positions correspond to the coordinate positions of the fireline. However, due to the sense of progressing along the fireline the fireline numbering would progress 1-2-3-4 at, say, the corresponding tracer points 1-2-4-3, i.e. there is a difference between the tracer position numbering and the sense of fireline progression for the sub-grid-scale case. Normally fires are not treated as sub-grid-scale. Figure 2 shows the inter-grid definition of the fireline, again with arrows marking the sense of progression with the fire always on the left. In Fig. 2 the central grid uses coordinates of two neighboring grids to define the fireline within the fuel cell. This is required because the only remaining 'free' tracer is tracer-4 because the other three tracers have reached their limiting corner positions. It takes five tracers to completely define the passage of an arbitrarily oriented linear fireline passing through a fuel cell. If we use virtual points, as in the case shown, we can achieve the same consistent treatment using only four tracers per fuel cell. The use of five tracers per fuel cell would severely complicate the logic. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the definition of the class of each fuel cell. We use two numbers to define the class (NCT/ICLS). The first number (NCT) refers to the number of tracers at their limiting corner positions. The second number (ICLS) refers to the number of remaining free coordinates. For example, the central grid is referred to as a 3/2. In this case, three of the four tracers are at their limiting corner positions whereas both the x-and y-coordinates of tracer-4 are still free to move. The neighbor on the right is a 1/4 because tracer-1 is at its corner position, tracer-2 has only a free x-coordinate, tracer-3 a free y-coordinate and tracer-4 has two free coordinates making a total of 4 free coordinates.
The 0/8 class shown in Fig. 1 is not presently active in the code, obviating sub-grid fires. The six classes treated are the 4/0, 3/1, 3/2, 2/2, 2/3 and the 1/4. This set is small but complete, providing the fuel grid size is commensurate with the width of the fireline.
Since we use virtual coordinates within cells to define the actual region of fuel ignition we require two definitions of area. The simplest area to define is the area of the quadrilateral, A q , where
where d 1 and d 2 are the diagonal vectors. Using coordinate positions,
However, if we consider the central cell in Fig. 2 , we must add two minor triangular areas to obtain the full ignition area, A f . In this case
where the superscripts refer to the appropriate neighbor grid coordinates. Virtual coordinates are used for classes 2/3, 3/1, 3/2 but not for classes 4/0, 2/2, or 1/4. The use of virtual coordinates is important for defining the location of the fireline as well as determining the rate of change of area burned when treating the sensible and latent heat exchange between the fire and atmosphere.
Defining the fireline and normal vectors
The first task is to identify all fuel cells that determine firelines. A fuel cell is defined as part of a fireline if it has been ignited and if A q < 1−ε, where ε is a small number. However, we do allow cases with A q = 1 provided one or more of the neighboring grids has not been ignited. This case is infrequent but occurs when the fireline lies precisely on a grid boundary. Fireline fuel cells are identified with the flag NFL = 1 and the remaining cells with NFL = 0. Fireline coordinates are assigned to all NFL = 1 cells and neighboring grids (also with NFL = 1) on each side of every fireline fuel cell are identified. Once the neighboring cells have been identified we adjust the coordinate end points by assigning an average value to the overlapping points. Analytically this has no effect on the values of the coordinates, but in the numerical code it eliminates any drift resulting from round-off errors. Using the above information, normal vectors directed away from the fire are calculated. The normal vector is calculated by first fitting a circular arc to three points. In deriving the arc we always use two fireline end points. Coordinates fit to an arc provide a large enough radius of curvature to give a sufficient degree of numerical stability. It should be noted that, once the limiting radius of fit is specified, its physical dimension decreases with increasing resolution, thus providing the model with consistent truncation error characteristics.
The number of fireline points varies from 2 to 4 depending upon the class of the cell. For example, a 3/1 or 1/4 will both have three points whereas a 4/0 or 2/2 has only two points. Of course the 0/8 shown in Fig. 1 has 4 . Figure 3 shows the type of calculation resulting from a fireline coordinate identification. This is similar to Fig. 2 except for the addition of the vectors directed normal to the fireline. These normal vectors are used in our fire-spread calculations.
As a validation test on the mathematical formulation, we ran two comparison tests using a spot fire in zero ambient wind. In the first case the normal vectors were calculated analytically using the known circle geometry. The second test used the basic code. Identical results were obtained, indicating that the calculation of the normal vectors was correct.
Fireline spread treatment
A rate of spread is determined at each coordinate point of the fireline. The spread rates depend upon wind speed, terrain slope, atmospheric humidity, fuel type and fuel moisture. In this paper we use the Rothermel formulation (Rothermel 1972) . In our previous simulations (Clark et al. 1996a (Clark et al. , 1996b ) the McArthur formula (Luke and McArthur 1978) was used. The rate of spread algorithm, the mass loss formulation, and heat/moisture flux calculation are described later. Spot fire initiation results in circular shaped burns in zero wind conditions and in cigar-shaped fires with moderate winds.
A future approach to treating the spread rate is to use physically based parameterizations based on model parameters such as temperature gradients, radiation intensity, vortex dynamics and fire winds. Comparison with multi-phase models (Linn 1997) can then be addressed. The present framework should prove particularly useful when considering large fires of long duration where an efficient parameterization approach is required.
Re-establishing fuel cell geometries of ignited cells
After propagating the fireline coordinates to their new positions, we use an algorithm to establish the new coordinates of existing fireline fuel cells. The previous class of each fireline fuel cell is used to define the logic needed to assign new coordinate positions.
The typical procedure is to find points where a fireline segment crosses a fuel cell boundary. Depending on the curvature of the fireline and local wind structure, a neighboring line segment may be used. Points lying solely within a fuel cell may either take their new coordinates directly from the new values or, as in the 1/4 class, the free (or center) coordinate takes an average or mid-point value. For example, the two 1/4 cells shown in Fig. 3 have free tracer-4 coordinates. The tracer-4 positions are taken as the average of the tracer-2 and tracer-3 coordinate positions. This treatment of the free coordinate position of the 1/4 class improves the performance and stability of the scheme. Assignment of the remaining two 1/4 coordinates is achieved by using a combination of neighboring points. A search is made starting with the most stable combination and working through to the least stable until a match is found. By far the least stable scheme is to use only 1/4 coordinates. During the assignment of new quadrilateral coordinates we convert all new cells of class 2/3 to 2/2 class. This conversion is essential to keep all coordinates of a cell meaningful. Again this improves both the performance and stability of the scheme by removing a degree of randomness associated with the free-coordinate position. After reassigning coordinates to existing fuel cells we re-establish the class of all fuel cells.
Ignition of new fuel cells
The process of fuel cell ignition is probably the most difficult and sensitive aspect of the code. Illogical ignition of cells can result in almost immediate failure of the code in the next time step. For this reason a detailed description of the logic of ignition follows.
Identification of new ignitions
We cycle through all fireline cells with NFL = 1 and ask whether any of their new fireline end coordinates moved into neighboring cells. If yes, then we ask whether that cell represents a new ignition.
If a cell is already ignited and there was an attempted re-ignition, then we check for converging firelines. For example, if an ignition occurs across the x = −0.5 boundary of a cell with NFL = 1 and corners 1 and 3 of that cell are both unoccupied, then we treat this as convergence of a fireline from the west since part of the eastern boundary of the cell is already burning whereas none of its western boundary is burning. All converging fireline cells are identified before treatment. A subsequent loop identifies those cells straddled by neighboring cells also slated for ignition due to converging firelines. After these are ignited the remaining cells are treated.
If a particular fuel cell is identified as a fresh ignition we then evaluate which particular fireline segment to use for ignition. A line segment can be ill-defined if it represents the extreme end of a sharply turning region of a fireline. If, for example, a fireline has propagated a very small distance into a cell and its linear extrapolation defines a large fraction of that cell, then ignition is either premature or a neighboring cell may provide a more logical ignition.
The logic used for evaluation is to accept ignitions if extrapolation of the line segment in question encompasses only one corner of the cell being ignited. If it encompasses more than one corner but the area of the igniter cell is larger than 0.95, then we also accept the ignition. The rationale is that this case is almost certainly an ignition by a fireline segment oriented nearly parallel to a coordinate direction.
Choosing cell and coordinate to act as igniter
After determining all acceptable ignitions we must decide on a single ignition for each cell. If a cell has multiple igniters then we simply chose the neighbor cell with the largest burning area as the igniter. The assumption here is that the geometry is more stable in such cases. This logic helps control problematic ignitions by class 1/4 cells.
After choosing cells and their line segments to act as igniters we then determine which fuel cell corners of the ignited cells will be occupied, simply by linearly extrapolating the igniting fireline segment through the fuel cell and identifying which corners lie within the new fireline.
We then use different logic for finalizing the new quadrilateral coordinates depending upon whether one corner or two corners have been ignited. We do not allow for no corners or more than two corners. This limitation affects the maximum time step we can use.
Unresolved islands of fuel
The final procedure in the new ignitions process is to look for poorly resolved islands of fuel. Since the code allows only one fireline per fuel cell the minimum resolvable fuel island is 2 fuel cells in any direction. When an island's dimensions decreases to 2 × 2 then all four cells are ignited.
Rate of spread and mass-loss rate implementation
The Rothermel algorithm provides a fire spread rate in the form
where R 0 is the spread rate for zero wind, no slope conditions, ϕ w is an adjustment for wind, and ϕ S an adjustment for terrain slope. Note that the wind effect is a correction to the rate of spread. The wind used in the Rothermel model is the midflame wind, that would be there if there were no fire present. Also, winds in the BEHAVE system are input at the Weather Service Standard height of 20 ft. The BEHAVE system has an internal conversion, assuming a logarithmic boundary layer, to correct the wind value to that used in the Rothermel model. For the interactive code we take the wind at a specified distance above ground level and behind the fireline, correcting to midflame wind. This circumvents the problem that the horizontal atmospheric wind near the surface at the fireline is approximately zero, since this is a line of convergence. In the cases presented, the specified distances were chosen as 5 m behind the fireline and 5 m above the ground. Again, the Rothermel model is used to obtain rate of spread only; energy release is obtained from our approximation to BURNUP. The e-folding depth of extinction for the ground heat flux in the atmospheric model (i.e. the depth at which the heat flux has decreased by a factor of e) was 50 m.
Chaparral is a fairly unusual fuel in many respects. Based upon our observation that the spread rate in chaparral is overwhelmingly dictated by the environmental wind speed, far more than other fuel factors, for fire spread rate in chaparral we used the simplified approximation:
which is capped at a maximum spread rate of 6 m s −1 . When the component of wind normal to the fireline is zero, the backing rate of spread for chaparral is specified as 0.0333 m s −1 . For other fuels, the backing rate is calculated using the Rothermel spread rate for no wind on flat ground.
Fuel parameters
Two types of fuel were used in these experiments, tall grass and chaparral. Fuel characteristics distinguishing each are shown in Table 1 . The fuel types used here are not formal BEHAVE fuel models, but do have some parameters in common. As stated earlier, we use the approximation, equation (5), to calculate the spread rate only for the fuel type chaparral. This formula depends only on environmental wind speed; thus, some fuel characteristics in the last column of Table 1 need not be specified.
Mass loss rate
The rate at which fuel is consumed, once it is ignited, is described using a mass loss parameterization. The parameterized spread rate is used to determine the ignited area and a BURNUP-type curve (Albini 1994) provides the fraction of fuel remaining as a function of time after time of ignition. The propagation of the fireline through a fuel cell means that points within the cell will have been burning for different lengths of time. To determine the fractional mass loss f b over a time step, we estimate the time history of the area burned in the fuel cell and integrate to calculate the currently remaining fuel mass.
The equations describing fuel mass and mass loss are
where
is an asymptotically decreasing function with increasing time, its time derivatives are reasonably smooth allowing accurate fits using combinations of low order polynomials, exponentials or Pade approximates.
Since we have to ascribe a fractional mass loss to each fuel cell of the model whose area is changing with time we cannot use equation (7) directly. Instead we must estimate the time history of the area burned in the fuel cell and from that calculate the remaining fuel mass. Using equation (7), we obtain the double integral
where A(τ) is the ignited area of the fuel cell at t = τ, m 0 is the initial fuel mass and F(t), where F(t) = 1−m(t), is the mass of fuel burned at time t. Equation (8) is valid only for t ≤ t c , where t c is the time at which all the fuel in the cell is burning, i.e. A(t c ) = 1. For t > t c we apply
As an example we let the mass loss rate function, g b (t), be approximated as an exponential where
where W is a weighting factor specified for each fuel type. W is selected such that it approximates the rate of mass loss that would be calculated by the BURNUP algorithm . The constraint
must be satisfied. Using equation (10) in equations (8) and (9), we obtain
and
To apply equations (8) and (9) we need to make t c a field variable. In this manner we can estimate smoothly varying functions of F (x, y, t).
The mass remaining as a function of time is assumed to decrease exponentially, an approximation to the general curve produced by the BURNUP algorithm. Figure 4 shows curves of f b (t) v. t for the two fuel types of tall grass (fuel type-3, W = 7) and chaparral (fuel type-4,W = 180).
Uncoupled tests of the fire model using specified winds
We define 'uncoupled tests', as simple tests using specified, fixed winds to spread the fire instead of allowing fireatmosphere coupling. Feedback of sensible and latent heat fluxes into the atmospheric dynamics, which would in turn affect the fire's spread, is not considered.
We employ three types of uncoupled tests to assess the performance of the fire model. The first is the spot fire in either zero or constant ambient wind conditions. The second is a so-called windmill fire where the initial conditions are taken as four line segments forming an open cross. The wind for this case is taken as solid rotation about the center of the cross. The third type uses a spatially oscillating wind. These three uncoupled types of tests provide a robust test on the overall code performance.
Spot fire test Figure 5 shows the evolution of a spot fire in zero wind conditions. The figure shows the model forming a circle with only minor artifacts resulting from grid effects. The solution is symmetric with all quadrants giving identical solutions, which is a necessary condition for the code. A minor but systematic directional difference between the analytical and numerical solutions can be seen by comparing the thin and thick solid lines. Figure 6 shows a similar sequence to Fig. 5 of a spot fire evolving in ambient westerly wind conditions. As a result of the Rothermel formula the fire spreads much faster in the direction of the wind compared to against the wind, resulting in cigar shaped fires. Figure 7 shows results for a south-west and southerly flow for the same case at t = 200 s, again using a 3 m s −1 wind speed. Comparison of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show that the solutions rotate with the wind to an accuracy of truncation error level showing no significant differences between these cases.
The spot fire tests provide quite limited tests of the fire code. For example, the fact that all the spot fire simulations shown have diverging fireline coordinates means that significant portions of the code are not active. The next two uncoupled tests (line fire and windmill case) provide more robust tests because of the local variations in wind speed and direction and the presence of both converging and diverging firelines.
Line ignition in an oscillatory wind field
In this case the fire is ignited along a straight north-south line in the presence of strongly varying wind. The wind varies in a sinusoidal pattern between westerly and easterly flow (speed shear) using a wavelength of 12 fuel grids. The maximum wind speed was taken as 3 m s −1 . This test revealed a number of weaknesses of the code, particularly in the treatment of the 1/4 class. Figure 8 shows four times between t = 10 and 400 s. Evident in the figure are the development of long protrusions resulting from the variations between wind driven and backing conditions. Although no systematic testing has been performed, this test offers the utility to assess the inherent diffusion levels of the tracer scheme.
Windmill test
Another idealized but extremely challenging uncoupled test was devised using a cross-shaped fire in solid rotation flow. We call this the 'windmill' test because the fire takes on the shape of a four-bladed windmill. The fires are initiated at a finite radius from the domain center resulting in four separate firelines converging towards each other at the center. This convergence at the center eventually results in an isolated fireline burning inwards towards the center and tests the code on a fireline having the opposite sense of curvature than is typical. Again, symmetry tests are used between the four different 'blades' of the windmill to assess the logical consistency of the code. Figure 9 shows four sequences from the windmill fire. The plot at t = 10 s shows the initial conditions with four linear firelines making the shape of a cross but with separation at the center. At t = 100, the fires have taken on a windmill shape with the fires propagating farther in the faster ambient flow. By t = 200 all the firelines have converged leaving a small circular shape in the center of the domain. By t = 560 almost all the fuel has been burned within the center of the domain and the four separate fires have merged into a circular shape. Figure 10 takes a closer look at how the model treats fire spread for converging firelines. Figure 10 shows a time sequence near the center of the domain emphasizing the code treatment of the four converging firelines. Figure 10 also shows the evolution of the fireline at junctions formed by the back burn and forward burn of neighboring windmill blades.
Coupled fire-atmosphere experiments
Having tested the adaptations of the Rothermel algorithm and BURNUP, as well as the stability of the tracer sub-grid parameterization, we turned to experiments using the coupled models. Although a set of simple experiments on the flat, on an incline, and the like, would have been preferable, the exigencies of available funds and computer time on the mainframe necessary to carry out the fully coupled model prevented these. We chose to do fire on the flat and on a Gaussian shaped ridge to see if the coupled system gave results that demonstrate observed behavior of actual fires. Table 2 describes the various experiments using the coupled fire-atmosphere code. These idealized experiments examine a fireline propagating up the relatively sharp slope of a small hill of Gaussian cross-section shape (height 200 m, halfwidth 300 m). The hill extends north-south over the entire modeling domain. We initialized a 409 m linear fireline to the west of this hill. The ambient flow had constant 3 m s −1 wind from the west (left). The atmospheric temperature structure was stable with a potential temperature lapse rate of 10 degrees per km. Each of the four simulations used three nested domains as shown in Table 2 . The domains, from outer to inner, were 8.4 × 8.4 km (with 120 m grid spacing), 3.36 × 3.36 km (with 40 m grid spacing), and 2.8 × 2.8 km (with 20 m grid spacing). There is 2 : 1 vertical grid refinement between each domain. The naming of the four experiments is shown in Table 3 . In all four experiments, the heat from the fire is deposited into the atmospheric over a 50 m extinction depth. Figure 11 shows results from Experiment CHFT, that of a fire in chaparral on flat terrain. The fire is initialized as a 400 long line (Fig. 11a) , in uniform 3 m s −1 westerly winds (from the 
Description of experiments

Results: fire on flat terrain
Grass Chaparral
Flat ground GRFT CHFT Hill GRHL CHHL left). As the fire evolves (Fig. 11b-11d ) , it takes on a shape well-recognized in real fires, that of a bow or ellipse of fire surrounding the ignited and burned fuel. The fireline itself has three regions: (1) the 'head', the fastest moving, leading edge of the fire where the heat is focused; (2) two 'flanks' along the side where the winds blow almost parallel to the fireline; and (3) the 'back', the slowest moving part of the fire that creeps into the wind. The heat produced by the fire rises in updrafts that the winds focus at the head. These updrafts draw warm air into their base from all directions, guiding the wind to flow along the flanks and focus the heat at the front. This creates a self-perpetuating shape-for example, because the winds along the flanks are essentially parallel to the fireline, this region spreads relatively slowly to the head, where winds are directing the fireline into fresh, unburned fuel.Thus, the largest heating rates are at the head, creating the dominant convective updraft that draws air in at the surface from all sides, creating winds that blow along rather than across the flanks. Similarly for the fire back-although the environmental winds generally determine which edge of the fire is the head, the convective updrafts at the head draw air over the back of the fire in such as way as to oppose its spread into unburned fuel, limiting its spread rate and heating, and thus its dynamic impact on fire behavior. As pointed out by Albini (1993) 'It is a remarkable fact that the general shape is the same for a savanna fire, a shrub fire, or a timber crown fire'. Although not all the complexity of a fire has been represented in the model, we can see the fundamental shape characteristics arise in even simple experiments and are a direct consequence of fire-atmosphere interactions. Although this simulation presents a fireline that maintains this somewhat steady shape for an hour of simulation, perturbations can and do occur. (In nature, this might be due to fuel or terrain inhomogeneities. In computations, very small perturbations might occur at machine error level. In both cases, these might amplify due to the inherently non-linear dynamic processes.) A perturbation in the velocity field along the fireline can produce a local perturbation in the spread rate into unburned fuel, and consequently one in the buoyancy (increasing horizontal vorticity) and updraft (which tilts and stretches the horizontal vorticity), producing a fire whirl. These fire whirls (Fig. 11e-11f ) amplify and propagate downwind along the flanks toward the head, where interaction with others may break up the overall fireline shape.
Results: Fires on hills
The unusual variations in the fire shape can be explained in terms of fire-atmosphere interactions. We first see in Fig. 12 that the fire takes on a well defined parabolic or pointed shape up to about t = 20 min while still climbing towards the crest of the hill. The most likely cause of the development of this shape is the convergence zone produced by the convection in front of the fire, causing the heading speed to be much faster than the flanking speed, as described in the simulations of Clark et al. (1996a Clark et al. ( , 1996b . This convergence effect depends on the rate of heat release in the interior of the fire and on how far ahead of the fire the external winds displace the location of surface convergence. Numerical experiments have shown that varying these parameters can cause fires to experience a range of feedback behavior from 'plume' to 'wind-driven'. From t = 20 to about t = 110 min we see some effect of the mountain affecting the fire behavior. As the fire approaches the ridge, the fire bulges out along the ridge as a result of the upslope winds on the lee of the slope reducing the heading speed. These enhanced inflow winds result from interactions between the fire winds and the terrain. However the heat released by the grass fire is not sufficient to cause a particularly strong effect in this case so, after t = 110 min, the fire continues over the ridge and propagates out over the plains. At t = 140 min we see that the fire has lost some of it symmetry as a convective finger moves a little towards the south. It is quite common in fluid dynamics for flows to develop such asymmetries when there is no restoring force to counter any asymmetrical forcing. The forcing in this case could be truncation and/or round-off error. Small artifacts in the fire code might also be responsible. This type of behavior highlights some of the predictive limitations we might expect for fire propagation.
Early development of the chaparral fire is similar to the grass fire in that the fire-convection interaction creates a pointed fire. Figure 13 shows a series of plots similar to those of Fig. 12 but for the chaparral fire where the heat release is considerably stronger than for the grass fire. The plots in Fig. 13 are spaced about 1 min apart to show the rapid development as the fire approaches the ridge-line. The interaction between the fire and terrain is much stronger than for the grass fire because of the significant increase in heat provided by the heavy fuel load of the chaparral. In this case the mountainfire interaction basically stalls the fire a little to the upwind side of the ridge and allows only a protruding finger of fire to propagate towards the ridge-line. Again the flow is initially diverted to the south with some apparent recovery at later times in the figure.
It appears that the hill acted to funnel the convective updraft toward the center of the fire's head, where the convergence created strong surface winds at the updraft base that increased the spread rate which in turn increased the rate of fuel consumption. This positive feedback effect increased the updraft strength and led to a narrow, rapidly spreading fire head.
Conclusions
One of the classical tests of fire perimeter treatments is to evaluate how well they reproduce known solutions. The fixed wind uncoupled tests demonstrate that the new tracer approach accurately reproduces known fire behavior. Spot fires in zero wind were shown to expand as almost perfect circles and with wind formed the expected elongated cigar shapes. The fire shapes were shown to be quite insensitive to a rotation of the wind. More severe tests were presented such as the highly idealized but computationally demanding windmill fire and the alternating wind direction line fire. The suite of tests presented in this report make a useful framework for comparing alternative schemes in the future. In this new approach, the main effects of fuel cell resolution are better resolution of fuel distribution and more accurate temporal solutions to the double integrals used in the mass loss rate treatment.
Following the BURNUP approach, a rate of mass loss treatment was presented. This is an integral part of the fire-atmosphere sensible and latent heat exchange treatment. It was shown that this approach, along with the tracer fire perimeter algorithm, allows the model to simulate a broad range of fires from grass fires to chaparral fires without any significant constraints on fuel cell resolution. The width of the fireline remains narrow through the fuel cell parameterized treatment of area burning. The net heat exchange between the fire and atmosphere is largely independent of fuel cell resolution. The fire perimeter tracer code was applied to a number of coupled fire-atmosphere simulations for both grass and chaparral fires. Typical fire shapes were found to develop for all of our coupled fire-atmosphere experiments that used line ignitions. This is attributed to an interaction between the atmospheric convection and the fireline winds resulting from moderate ambient winds driving the fires (Clark et al. 1996a (Clark et al. , 1996b . A noticeable result of this convective interaction between the fire and atmosphere is a pronounced alignment of the flow with the fireline along its flanks. This, of course, results in slow rates of outward expansion along the flanks. During the evolution of these fire shapes we also obtained intermittent convective fingering where narrow fireline protrusions would burst forward and then later rejoin the main fire. The uncoupled tests of the tracer code also resulted in strongly curved leading edges of the fireline for the spot fire ignitions in constant ambient wind. However, this shape is attributed to the simple geometry of the simulations and has nothing to do with interactions between the fire and the atmosphere.
Experiments performed with the coupled fire-atmosphere model also display some important interactions, including showing how the well-recognized elliptical fireline shape is a direct result of fire-atmosphere interactions that produce the 'heading', 'flanking', and 'backing' regions of a wind-driven fire with their expected behavior. Perturbations on this shape would sometimes amplify and lead to fire whirls along the flanks that were transported to the head, where they might interact to break up the fireline. These types of dynamic interactions were particularly interesting in mountainous terrain. Both the grass and chaparral fires stalled when approaching the mountain crest because of the fire induced ventilation winds coming up the opposite side of a ridge-line attempting to block the fire from propagating over the hill. This effect which more pronounced in simulations not shown in this paper that use real topography. Examples are experiments using the terrain of the Dandenong mountains east of Melbourne Australia and the Rocky Mountain Trench in British Columbia, Canada.These simulations will be reported on later. However, even our idealized cases with the 200 m hill demonstrate this effect which is an important consideration to fire managers in mountainous terrain.
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